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Wolfenstein received
critical acclaim from

critics upon release. The
game's story received

praise for its historical
accuracy, action, and

game mechanics. The game
was developed by

MachineGames and is
published by Bethesda
Softworks. It was

released for Microsoft
Windows, PlayStation 4,
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Xbox One and Mac OS X.
The game was initially

released in October 2017,
and later released on
Microsoft Windows. The

game's publisher,
Bethesda Softworks, has
made changes to the game
after the backlash from
Wolfenstein: The New

Order. The game requires
a Nvidia GTX 970 or Intel

Skylake Core i5
processor, while OpenGL
4.2 or newer, Windows 7
or higher and HDD of at
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least 3 GB RAM are
required to run the game.

The PC version of the
game has a feature set
identical to the console
version. Gameplay The

player assumes the role
of a US Army paratrooper
called "The Operative",
who has been called to
Castle Wolfenstein to
root out Nazi war

criminals, and regain
control of the castle for
the Allied powers. The

player is equipped with a
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variety of weapons and
equipment for missions in
the game. The player has
the ability to call down
flamethrowers, landmines
and other offensive or
defensive items. The

Operative is playable in
all situations except for

storyline missions
involving electronic
warfare or a frontal
assault. The game
involves running,
jumping, crawling,
shooting and melee
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combat. Plot The game
takes place in Nazi

Germany and the Eastern
Front in 1943, starting
at the conclusion of

World War II. The player
character is part of a
search-and-destroy

mission, led by general
Patton, in pursuit of

Nazi war criminals, led
by Bormann. Shortly after
the mission begins, the
crew is forced to retreat
due to an ambush from a
squad of German soldiers,
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who are revealed to be
working for the Nazis.
The player is told to

find Erwin von Kladt, a
former Nazi officer who
has since been infected
by a virus that causes

him to write "Deutschland
über alles" on the walls.
Von Kladt claims that it
is still not too late to
stop the Third Reich and
kill Hitler, and that the
Operative's mission will
help him complete the
task. Patton wants to
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bring the Nazi regime to
a halt by killing Hitler,

and wishes to avoid
aiding the Nazis in their
quest for more war, as he
believes it could lead to
world war 3. Reception
Wolfenstein received
critical acclaim from
critics upon release
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